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Reverse Pricing: The Role of Customer Expectations 
 
  

ABSTRACT 

 

 In a reverse-pricing system (also known as a “Name-Your-Own Price” (NYOP) format), a 

prospective buyer bids for a retailer’s product, and a sale occurs if the bid exceeds a hidden threshold 

price. Consumers’ expectations about the hidden threshold price are an important factor that affects 

bidding behavior (i.e., whether consumers bid at all and how much they bid) and, in turn, retailer 

profitability. Furthermore, it is likely that consumers’ expectations evolve over time as they become more 

informed. In this paper, I examine how bidders’ expectations affect a NYOP seller and how a seller is 

affected as consumers form more accurate expectations about its threshold price. While one might 

speculate that the NYOP seller’s profits are eroded as consumers become better informed, I find that there 

are situations in which profit increases as consumers become better informed about the true price 

threshold. Interestingly, I find that uninformed customers can be detrimental to the firm either if these 

consumers are over-optimistic (i.e., consumers expect the threshold price is lower, on average, than it 

truly is) OR if consumers are sufficiently over-pessimistic (i.e., consumers think the price threshold is 

much higher than it truly is). Furthermore, if customers accurately anticipate the true distribution of 

threshold prices, a seller may benefit from either (1) rejecting profitable bids in order to induce other 

consumers to form higher expectations (and thus place higher bids) or (2) accepting bids below its costs 

(in order to raise participation rates). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Name-Your-Own-Price (NYOP) business model determines market outcomes (prices and 

distributive allocations).in a non-traditional way. In this selling format, a retailer sets a hidden threshold 

price (PNYOP) and interested consumers place bids for units of the product, where any bid that exceeds the 

threshold price is accepted. Since PNYOP is the seller’s private information, consumers’ expectations about 

the threshold price play a critical role in determining their bidding strategies. Consumers may have biased 

expectations (e.g., on average, overestimate PNYOP or underestimate PNYOP). Such biases are likely to 

occur in markets in which the NYOP retailer has just entered or for consumers who have little if any 

experience with the NYOP retailer. In other cases, a consumer’s expectations may better reflect the actual 

pricing of the retailer. Consumers are likely to have accurate expectations if they have a lot of experience 

with a particular NYOP site or have benefited from word-of-mouth from other users. In such a scenario, 

an interesting interaction between the seller and consumers occurs—the seller’s optimal price threshold 

depends on what beliefs the consumers hold and the consumers’ beliefs depend on the price thresholds 

chosen by the seller over time. 

The current paper seeks to understand how a NYOP seller is impacted as consumers become 

better informed. Notice that in a variety of market situations, firms benefit from consumers’ lack of 

information. For example, uninformed consumers may be less price sensitive (Salop and Stiglitz 1977, 

Varian 1980); incomplete information about a product’s attributes can create brand loyalty (Anand and 

Shachar 2004); advertising and sales efforts can be most persuasive when the audience is less 

knowledgeable about the marketplace, e.g., children or some other vulnerable population (Brenkert 1998, 

Laczniak 1999, Pine and Nash 2002, Wolburg 2005), and store loyalty can at least partially be attributed 

to shoppers not fully considering alternatives (Reynolds, Darden, and Martin 1975; Dwyer, Schurr, and 

Oh 1987). In the context of NYOP markets, the seller accrues information rent because the threshold price 

is unobservable to consumers (Fay 2004, Hann and Terwiesh 2003). Specifically, consumers may bid in 

excess of the threshold price and thus over-pay for the NYOP seller’s product. 

However, emerging research suggests that many consumers act in a sophisticated manner. For 
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instance, Zeithammer (2006) finds that eBay bidders act very rationally. In particular, they take into 

account upcoming auctions when deciding upon bids for a current auction. Villas-Boas (1999), in line 

with the literature on customer targetability (e.g., Chen and Iyer 2002, Chen, Narasimhan, and Zhang 

2001), suggests that consumers are forward-looking when purchasing from a particular firm since they 

realize future products or prices offered by that firm may depend on one’s current purchase decision. 

Hence, strategic customers may undergo actions to protect their privacy (e.g., delete cookies, use a variety 

of credit cards, refuse to join loyalty programs) in order to avert the negative effect of targeted prices 

(Acquisti and Varian 2005).  

Such sophisticated behavior is often detrimental to the seller. For example, in the durable good 

market of video games, Nair (2007) finds that strategic, forward-looking customers significantly “reduce 

the profitability of price-skimming.” In particular, “the present discounted value of profits under myopic 

consumers is 172.2% higher than under forward-looking consumers” (Nair 2007). Similarly, Zeithammer 

(2006) finds forward-looking bidders in eBay auctions bid lower than myopic consumers. Such “bid-

shading reduces seller profits [and] reduces her incentive to sell” (Zeithammer 2007). 

An important conclusion from the extant literature is that it is crucial for the seller to recognize 

the degree of consumer sophistication and to adjust accordingly. For instance, optimal prices in a durable 

good market depend on the degree to which consumers are forward-looking (Nair 2007). And, if 

consumers are concealing their identities, then a firm may need to provide additional incentives, such as 

enhanced services to repeat customers, in order to get consumers to reveal their identities (Acquisti and 

Varian 2005). Zeithammer (2007) suggests that sellers in auctions may benefit from altering the timing of 

when their products are offered in order to best respond to bid-shading. In the context of NYOP markets, 

Fay (2004) finds that a seller may benefit from openly allowing consumers to place multiple bids when a 

segment of consumers use sophisticated bidding strategies to circumvent a single-bid policy the NYOP 

seller has adopted.  

In NYOP markets, the degree of customer sophistication is especially critical since the threshold 

price set by the seller is concealed, and thus consumers inherently face uncertainty. In some situations, 
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consumers may have very little knowledge about how the threshold price is set. Lack of information can 

lead to potential biases. A consumer may be “pessimistic”, i.e., underestimate the true probability of 

acceptance of any particular bid. Or, one may be “optimistic,” i.e. overestimate the probability of a 

successful bid. Such an environment in which consumers do not have “any knowledge about the 

supplier’s decision-making process” (Hann and Terwiesch 2003, p. 1571) may be representative of 

markets in which information flows between customers are very limited or one in which the NYOP 

retailer has just recently entered.  

While it is unlikely for consumers to become so informed that they know the threshold price that 

is in place at every point in time, it is likely that over time consumers will become better informed about 

the “average” threshold price. Internet word-of-mouth may hasten such information flows. And, the 

impact of word-of-mouth may grow over time, e.g., as third-party information sites are introduced, 

become better structured, and induce greater participation rates among customers. For example, Priceline 

(www.priceline.com), an e-tailer of travel services, is the most prominent example of a NYOP firm. 

Several third-party sites such as flyertalk.com, betterbidding.com, and biddingfortravel.com now allow 

users to post the winning (and losing) bids from Priceline. Over time, consumers should learn through 

such communications and thus be able to form accurate expectations about the threshold price (Kannan 

and Kopalle 2001).  

When consumers have accurate expectations, on average, of the NYOP seller’s threshold price, 

there is a possibility for the seller to use its choices of threshold prices to influence future expectations. In 

other contexts, researchers have explored how sellers can build their reputations when consumers can 

learn about a seller’s past actions (Dellarocas 2005, 2006, Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002). For instance, 

Gazzale (2005) argues that in environments when “interactions between particular buyers and sellers are 

infrequent, repeat interaction with a particular market may substitute for repeated interaction with a 

particular buyer.” The Internet is especially suited to provide appropriate feedback systems. By collecting 

information about a particular seller, it is possible for a credible third-party to aggregate the information 

in a meaningful way and transmit it to all interested parties at nearly zero marginal cost (Gazzale 2005). 
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While several papers in the NYOP literature assume consumers’ expectations are exogenously 

given (Spann, Skiera, and Schafers 2004; Spann and Tellis 2006; Terwiesch, Savin, and Hann 2005), 

other research (Fay 2004) assumes consumers form accurate expectations. The current paper formally 

considers how consumers’ beliefs about the threshold price impacts the NYOP seller and how the seller 

can optimally use its pricing policy to manipulate beliefs. In particular, I contribute to the extant literature 

by addressing the following research questions: 

1. Is a NYOP seller better or worse off as consumers become more knowledgeable? 
 
2. How should a NYOP seller choose its threshold price? How does this optimal level depend 

on how consumers form expectations about the threshold price?  
 

3. Should a NYOP seller treat each transaction independently? When can a seller benefit from 
considering long-term implications of its pricing rule? Do long-term considerations lead to 
lower or higher threshold prices? 

 
 

Understanding how a NYOP seller is impacted as consumers become better informed is critical since such 

understanding helps assess the long-run viability of the NYOP business model. Furthermore, this research 

provides insight about whether a NYOP seller should try to encourage consumers to become better 

informed (e.g., by advertising and/or supporting web forums that accurately convey information about the 

probability a given bid will be accepted) or whether a NYOP seller should attempt to curb such 

information flows. Finally, this paper identifies strategies a seller can use in order to adapt to an 

environment in which consumers form accurate expectations about the true threshold price.  

The analysis in this paper yields several important insights. First, as expected, in some cases a 

NYOP retailer is less profitable as consumers become better informed. Second, and more interestingly 

(especially in light of the preceding discussion of the impact of sophisticated customers in non-NYOP 

markets), I find that under several plausible conditions, a NYOP seller benefits from having consumers be 

better informed about the true distribution of its threshold prices. Two critical factors are: (1) consumers’ 

current expectations of the threshold prices, and (2) consumers’ bidding costs (i.e., the frictional costs 

associated with visiting a NYOP site and placing a bid). In particular, a NYOP seller benefits from 

consumers becoming better informed if either (a) current consumers consistently underestimate the actual 
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threshold price and have low-to-moderate bidding costs; or (b) consumers consistently overestimate the 

actual threshold price and have sufficiently large bidding costs. In the former case, customer optimism 

results in low bids, and bid levels would increase if customers were better informed about the true 

distribution of prices. In the latter case, pessimism dissuades consumers from bidding, but if they were 

familiar with the true distribution of threshold price, they would be willing to bid.  

Third, the NYOP seller may benefit from trying to inflate or deflate expectations about the 

threshold prices. However, to decide which direction is desirable, the seller needs to ascertain both 

consumers’ current expectations as well as their bidding costs. For example, if bidding costs are very low, 

then the NYOP seller would benefit from inducing more pessimistic expectations (in order to induce 

higher bids). But, if bidding costs are high and consumers are currently pessimistic, then it is 

advantageous to encourage customers to be more optimistic (in order to induce higher participation rates). 

Fourth, if consumers form unbiased expectations, the seller benefits from committing to a pricing 

rule that does not maximize profit from each individual transaction.1 In particular, when consumers are 

uninformed, the NYOP seller (who limits each customer to a single bid) should accept any bid that 

exceeds its wholesale cost. However, if consumers are informed, a seller should be more strategic in 

setting its pricing rule. For example, rejecting some bids that exceed its costs can be a desirable means to 

increase (future) bid levels (even though such a pricing rule sacrifices short-term profits).2 Interestingly, I 

find cases where it is optimal to establish a negative markup, i.e., the retailer should accept some bids 

which are below its costs. Such a policy can be optimal because it encourages customers to bid who 

otherwise would not and these customers can be very profitable when wholesale costs turn out to be low. 

                                                 
1 Notice that the NYOP business model is most readily implemented in online environments. Thus, acceptance 
decisions are most likely to be computer-automated so that the rules for accepting/rejecting bids are determined by 
an algorithm specified by the NYOP seller. For example, Priceline employs a “randomizer” program (a complicated 
computer formula which includes a random element) for deciding whether to accept a bid for an airline ticket, hotel 
room, or car rental (Malhotra and Desira 2002, Haussman 2001, Segan 2005).  
2 There is some evidence of such a strategy being implemented in practice. In particular, under the randomizer 
program identified in footnote 1, rather than setting the threshold price equal to the lowest rate offered by the entire 
set of hotels that have rooms available, Priceline only compares the bidder’s offer to the rates set by two randomly-
selected hotels. Such an action is consistent with the speculation in Kannan and Kopalle (2001) that Priceline may 
“deliberately forgo a successful transaction” in order to influence consumers’ expectations, i.e., persuade consumers 
to bid higher in the future. 
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In short, these results suggest that a NYOP seller should not necessarily fret about its customers 

becoming smarter about their bidding. However, as consumers become more sophisticated, the seller 

needs to respond likewise. Instead of treating each transaction independently (as is the optimal selling 

strategy when consumers are uninformed), the seller needs to adopt a more long-term strategy, taking into 

account how acceptance/rejection decisions will impact bidding by other customers. 

 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, I introduce a stylized 

model that illustrates the basic intuition as simply as possible. I first consider the case of uninformed 

customers and then the case of informed customers. Next, I consider the potential advantage of 

committing to a pricing rule which does not maximize profit from each individual transaction. The final 

section offers concluding remarks including managerial implications and directions for future research. 

The Appendix contains proofs of the Propositions. 

2. THE MODEL 

The NYOP retailer obtains products at a wholesale price of w, where w ~ U[ w - d, w  + d]. The 

wholesale price is not observed by customers but is observed by the retailer before the retailer selects its 

threshold price, PNYOP. The threshold price is also not observed by consumers. Any bid below this 

threshold is rejected, while any bid at or above PNYOP is accepted and results in the consumer paying 

his/her bid. I assume each consumer is restricted to placing at most one bid for the item as is done in 

practice by the leading NYOP retailer, Priceline. I begin by considering the case where the NYOP seller 

is “transaction-focused”, i.e., chooses PNYOP to maximize expected profit from the current transaction, i.e., 

given w. Then, I consider whether there is a long-run benefit from committing to a pricing rule that differs 

from the “transaction-focused” solution. 

2.1. Customer Behavior 

I begin the analysis by considering a single consumer, i.e., the NYOP seller chooses PNYOP for 

each transaction independently. In section 2.4, I extend the analysis to multiple consumers. The consumer 
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has a reservation value of Ri for one unit of the product.3 I assume condition (1) holds, which allows me to 

focus on the most interesting setting in which the consumer values the product more than it costs to 

produce under the lowest cost realization, yet bids may be rejected under some high-cost conditions: 

(1)     3iw d R w d− < ≤ +  

I assume the consumer incurs a cost of ci for placing a bid through the NYOP channel. This cost 

represents the opportunity cost of time to a consumer to visit the NYOP seller and place a bid, as well as 

any cognitive costs associated with learning how to use the NYOP site and to decide what bid to place. 

Hann and Terwiesch (2003) and Spann et al. (2004) provide evidence that consumers incur significant 

frictional costs when they use the NYOP channel. In particular, Hann and Terwiesch (2003) estimate that 

the median frictional cost per bid is approximately $4.17.4  These costs vary significantly across 

consumers, having a standard deviation of $4.74 and ranging from a minimum of $.26 to a maximum of 

$65.59. Consumers with large bidding costs are especially relevant in this current paper since, for these 

consumers, bidding costs potentially discourage participation in the NYOP channel.5 

Since a consumer cannot observe the actual price threshold, PNYOP, she must instead use 

expectations in order to decide on her bidding strategy. The text of this paper focuses on the case where 

lack of information results in biased expectations. Being uninformed could also lead to less precise 

estimates of PNYOP, i.e., higher variability. The appendix presents the results from this additional analysis, 

in which it is shown that the impact of imprecision is qualitatively similar to the impact of bias. A biased 

                                                 
3 Since Ri reflects the maximum willingness-to-pay of the consumer, one plausible interpretation of this value is the 
price one could acquire this good from the posted price channel. For example, prior to visiting and bidding at 
Priceline, a consumer may visit Hotwire.com (a website that also sells opaque travel goods, but at posted prices) to 
obtain a price quote using the same parameters. Here Ri would equal the minimum of the Hotwire price and the 
consumer’s intrinsic valuation for the product. See Fay (2008) and Fay and Xie (2008) for a more detailed 
discussion of opaque travel goods.    
4 The mean estimated frictional costs (in EURO’s) for the 3 products, PDA’s CD-RW drives, and MP3 players are 
6.08, 4.29, and 3.54, respectively. Standard deviations of costs are 7.57, 4.42, and 3.81. The numbers in the text are 
averages across these three products converted into dollars (at a rate of EURO 1 = $.90, which was the exchange 
rate when the original data was collected).  
5 Furthermore, the estimates in Hann and Terwiesch are based on consumers who placed three or more bids for a 
particular item. (The NYOP seller in their study allowed multiple bids). Frictional costs would likely be even higher 
among all potential consumers, i.e., including those who chose to purchase from an alternative posted-price retailer 
(and thus avoided presumably very high bidding costs).   
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consumer expects that the mean value of PNYOP equals P and that PNYOP ~ U[ P - d, P  + d].  I 

assume P d≥  and that P is given exogenously, exploring how such expectations affect bidding behavior, 

and in turn, the retailer’s profit. In section 3.1, I discuss expectation formation in greater depth and in 

section 2.3, I analyze the case where consumers are informed, i.e., P  is directly linked to the actual price 

thresholds used by the retailer.  

A consumer chooses her bidding strategy in order to maximize her expected consumer surplus 

(given the information she possesses). I normalize the utility from not participating in the NYOP auction 

to zero. The expected utility from placing a bid of bi is 

(2)    ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

i
i i i i

b P d
U b R b c

P d P d

� �− −
= − −� �

� �+ − −� �
 

The optimal bidding strategy is: 

(3)    
place a single bid of    if 

do not bid at all               if 

B
i i B

i B

ˆb c c
ˆc c

� ≤�
	 >�


     

                                       where 
( )2

 
2 8

iB i
i B

R P dR P d ˆb , c
d

− ++ −= =  

2.2. Profitability 

 Having received a bid of b, the retailer earns a profit of b – w if it accepts the bid; else the retailer 

earns a profit of zero. Thus, a retailer maximizes its profit by accepting any bid that is at least as large as 

w, i.e., P*NYOP = w. Notice that this pricing rule does not require any information about the consumer’s 

reservation value or bidding costs. Given the bidding strategy identified in (3), the expected profit (with a 

biased customer and a transaction-focused retailer), before the cost realization, is: 

(4)    ( ) ( )0 f  d
w d

B,TF B
i

w w d

b w w wΠ Ψ
+

= −

= −�           where 0

1   if   & 

0  else

B
i B iˆc c b w

Ψ
� ≤ >

= 	



 

The closed form expression for profit is provided in Lemma 1. 
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2.3. Informed Customers 

 The scenario in Section 2.2 reflects an information-poor setting where the customer does not have 

any information about how the threshold price will be determined. Notice that the consumer expects that 

PNYOP ~ U[ P - d, P  + d] when in fact PNYOP ~ U[ w - d, w  + d]. Over time, one might expect that 

customers’ expected distribution of the threshold price would converge to the actual distribution, i.e., P = 

w . In this subsection, we examine the scenario in which the customer has become fully informed so that 

she expects that the threshold price is uniformly distributed over [ w - d, w  + d], which it is in fact. 

 In this case, the optimal bidding strategy is: 

(5)    
place a single bid of    if 

do not bid at all               if 

I
i i I

i I

ˆb c c
ˆc c

� ≤�
	 >�


     

                                       where 
( )2

 
2 8

iI i
i I

R w dR w d ˆb , c
d

− ++ −= =  

Given this bidding strategy, the expected profit (with an informed customer and a transaction-focused 

NYOP retailer who accepts any bid above wholesale cost), before the cost realization, is: 

(6)    ( ) ( )0 f  d
w d

I ,TF I
i

w w d

b w w wΠ Φ
+

= −

= −�           where 0

1   if   & 

0  else

I
i I iˆc c b w

Φ
� ≤ >

= 	



 

The closed form expression for profit is provided in Lemma 1. 

2.3. Comparison of Biased and Informed Customers. 

Lemma 1 records the profit with biased customers and with informed customers, when the NYOP 

seller is transaction-focused.  
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Lemma 1 Profit when the NYOP Retailer is Transaction-Focused 
 

Customer Type Profit 

Biased ( )2

2
      if 2 3

2

2
  if 2 2 3

16
        0                     Else

i
i B i

i

i B i

R P d w ˆc c & R w d P

R P d w
ˆc c & w d P R w d P

d

+ − −
≤ ≥ + −

+ + −
≤ − − ≤ < + −  

Informed 
( )2

  if 
16

        0             Else

i
i I i

R d w
ˆc c & R w d

d

+ −
≤ ≥ −  

 

Proposition 1 compares the profits depending on whether a consumer is biased. 

Proposition 1 (Single Consumer): When the seller is transaction-focused, seller profit is higher 
if a customer is biased rather than informed if either: 
(a) the customer is pessimistic about the threshold price and has low bidding costs; or 
(b) the customer is optimistic about the threshold price and has high bidding costs.  
Specifically, B,TF I ,TFΠ Π>  if either (a)  & i B

ˆP w c c> ≤ ; or (b)  & I i B
ˆ ˆP w c c c< < ≤ .  

Figure 1 illustrates this comparison. The triangles U1 and U2 represent regions in which the NYOP 

retailer benefits from a consumer being biased rather than informed, whereas areas I1 and I2 represent the 

scenarios in which the retailer would prefer that the consumer be informed. First, consider region U1. 

Here, a consumer is pessimistic about threshold price, namely she believes the threshold price is higher, 

on average, than it really is ( P w> ). The belief that getting a good deal is unlikely, induces the consumer 

to bid more than she otherwise would (i.e., B I
i ib b>  ), which in turn leads to higher profit for the firm. 

Notice that this region is relevant only if bidding costs are sufficiently small. If costs were higher, we 

would move to region I1 in which profits would be higher if the consumer were informed. In such a case, 

pessimism about the threshold price would induce the consumer to forego bidding (and thus 0B,TFΠ = ). 

Therefore, the retailer would be better off if the consumer had realistic beliefs so that a bid would be 

made. However, if costs are too large ( i Iˆc c> ), even an informed consumer would not bid (Region Z). 

On the other hand, consider a consumer with optimistic beliefs ( P w< ). As long as frictional costs 

are sufficiently small, the belief that getting a good deal is likely induces the consumer to bid less than she 
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otherwise would (i.e.,  I B
i ib b>  ), which in turn leads to lower profit for the firm when consumers are 

biased. However, notice that for sufficiently high costs ( i Iˆc c> ), the retailer prefers to face a biased 

customer (region U2). In this case, an informed consumer would realize that it is not optimal to bid. 

However, an optimistic customer would still be willing to bid. Thus, optimism spurs bids that would not 

otherwise take place and thus can potentially benefit the NYOP retailer. 

Figure 1 Comparison of Expected Profit When the Seller is Transaction-Focused  

 

In regions I1 and I2, expected profit is strictly larger if the consumer is informed rather than biased. In regions 
U1 and U2, expected profit is strictly larger if the consumer is biased rather than informed. In region Z, 
expected profit is zero regardless of whether the consumer is biased or informed. 

 

2.4. Heterogeneous Consumers 

 Relying on Figure 1, it is straight-forward to extend the analysis to a heterogeneous group of 

consumers. A customer with the characteristics ( )i iR ,c ,P  will fall into one of the five regions depicted in 

Figure 1. For each of these 5 regions, we can calculate the difference in expected profit from a consumer 

that is biased rather than informed. In particular:   

I1       P  
(Expected 
Ave. Price) 

w  

 Iĉ  

I2 

U1 

U2 

Z 

ic (bidding cost) 

A 

B 

   C 

  D 
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(7)   

1

1 2

2

   if  is in I
2

            if  is in U  or I
2

     if  is in U
2

    0                 if  is in Z

i

B I
i i

i

R w d
i

P w
i

R P d
i

i

Π Π

+ −�−�
�

−�
�− = 	
� + −
�
�
�


 

 In general, whether the NYOP retailer prefers to face biased or informed consumers will depend 

on how consumers are distributed across these five regions. For example, if most consumers are located in 

region U1 (e.g., on average consumers are pessimistic and have low bidding cots), the retailer would 

prefer that consumers remain uninformed. In contrast, if most consumers are located in region I1 (e.g., on 

average consumers are optimistic and have low bidding costs), the retailer would prefer that consumers 

become informed about the price threshold distribution. 

 Furthermore, Proposition 2 reports several additional interesting results when the NYOP retailer 

faces heterogeneous consumers: 

Proposition 2 (Heterogeneous Consumers): When the seller is transaction-focused: 
(a) If no consumer has a very large bidding cost (i.e.,   i I i

ˆc c c≤ ∀ ) and there is a symmetric 
distribution of expectations (i.e., consumers as a group, on average, have accurate 
expectations), then expected profits for the NYOP retailer would be (weakly) higher if 
consumers were informed rather than biased. 

(b) As long as bidding costs are not too heterogeneous, a “gained” informed consumer is 
more valuable to the NYOP retailer than a “lost” biased customer.  

 

Proposition 2 (a) tells us that if consumers biases are balanced (e.g., if half of the consumers 

underestimate the true average threshold price and half overestimate it – with the bias in each direction 

being of the same magnitude) and bidding costs are not too large (   i I i
ˆc c c≤ ∀ ), then profit would (weakly) 

increase if these consumers all became informed. This result can be inferred by examining equation (7) 

along with Figure 1. Notice that consumers in regions U1 and I2, would bid regardless of whether they are 

biased or informed. The difference is only in the magnitude of the bid, which depends on whether the 

expected mean threshold price is greater or less than the true mean threshold price. Notice that a 

symmetric distribution across these two regions would exactly offset. For example, suppose there are two 
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consumers. Consumer A overestimates the true threshold by x and consumer B underestimates the true 

threshold by x, i.e., AP w x− =  and Bw P x− = . Here, the firm would earn the same total profit across 

these two consumers if they both were to become informed (i.e., A BP P w= = ). But, now consider two 

symmetric consumers, C and D, where C lies in region I1 and D is in region I2. In this case, the NYOP 

retailer strictly benefits from these two consumers becoming informed. Consumer C would place a strictly 

larger bid if she was informed and consumer D would now bid if she becomes informed (whereas her 

previous pessimism would have discouraged her from bidding).  

Now consider Proposition 2 (b). Refer back to Figure 1. Consider a consumer located in the region 

I1. She has such pessimistic beliefs that she would not bid if she remains uninformed about the true 

distribution of price thresholds. However, if she were informed of the true distribution, she would place a 

bid. Such as customer is termed a “gained” informed consumer – a customer the retailer would possibly 

sell to if she became informed, but not if she remains biased. On the other hand, consider a consumer in 

region U2. He has such optimistic beliefs that he would bid if he remains uninformed about the true 

distribution of price thresholds. But, if he were informed of the true distribution, he would not bid. Such a 

customer is termed a “lost” biased consumer – a customer the retailer would possibly sell to if he remains 

biased, but not if he becomes informed. Proposition 2(b) asserts that each “gained” informed customer is 

more valuable to the retailer than each “lost” biased customer. The key to understanding this result is to 

consider the bid levels of these two types of customers. A “lost” biased customer would place a lower bid 

(assuming she remains uninformed) than a “gained” informed customer. This is because the biased 

customer is only bidding because he thinks the price threshold is likely to be low. As a result, he places a 

low bid – a bid which in actuality will likely be rejected. 

 Together, these two parts of Proposition 2 suggest that a NYOP retailer often would benefit from 

having consumers become better informed about the true price threshold distribution. 

2.5 Deviating from the Transaction-Focused Solution   

Now suppose the NYOP retailer can add a markup, µ , when setting its threshold price. In particular, 
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the seller accepts any bid at or above w µ+ . Proposition 3 summarizes the impact of committing to such 

a pricing rule when consumers are uninformed: 

Proposition 3 (Deviating from being Transaction-Focused – Uninformed Customers):  When 
customers are uninformed, there is never an advantage to the seller of deviating from the 
transaction-focused solution, i.e. 0*µ = . 
 
Proposition 3 shows that deviating from the transaction-focused pricing rule cannot benefit the 

NYOP retailer if consumers are uninformed. Rejecting a bid above marginal cost causes the firm to 

forego a profitable transaction and accepting a bid below marginal costs leads to a loss. And, for 

uninformed customers, in all other situations, there is no gain in revenue since the seller’s pricing rule 

does not affect bidding participation or bid levels. 

However, if consumers are informed, the NYOP seller’s decisions regarding which bids to accept 

can influence expectations, which in turn, affect bidding behavior and profit. Specifically, when a seller 

commits to a markup of µ , the actual price thresholds are uniformly distributed on [ w µ+ - d, 

w µ+ +d]. Here, I examine the equilibrium that results when consumers have become fully informed, 

i.e., they expect that PNYOP ~U[ w µ+ - d, w µ+ +d].  The optimal bidding strategy for such an informed 

customer is: 

(8)    
( ) ( )

( )
place a single bid of    if 

do not bid at all                     if 

I
i i

i

ˆb c c

ˆc c

µ µ
µ

� ≤�
	

>�

     

                where ( ) ( ) ( )2

 
2 8

iI i
i

R w dR w d ˆb , c
d

µµµ µ
− − ++ + −= =  

 Given this bidding strategy, the NYOP retailer’s expected profit is: 

(9)   ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

( )

2

f  d    if  

0                                               if  

iR w d

I
I i i

w w d

i

ˆb w w w c c

ˆc c

µ

µ µΠ µ

µ

+ − −

= −

�
�� − ≤= 	
�

>�


�  

The NYOP seller chooses µ  in order to maximize ( )IΠ µ : 
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(10)     Min 2 2
3

i
i i

R w d
* R w d c d ,µ − +� = − + −� �

� �
 

 Proposition 4 summarizes the impact of deviations from being transaction-focused when a 

customer is informed: 

Proposition 4 (Deviating from being Transaction-Focused – Informed Customer): When a 
customer is informed, it is almost always advantageous for a NYOP seller to deviate from the 
transaction-focused solution. Specifically, 

(a) A deviation from the transaction-focused pricing rule is advantageous whenever 

ic c< and 0ic c≠  where 
( )2

2

9
iR w d

c
d

− +
= and 

( )2

0 8
iR w d

c
d

− +
= . 

(b) Such deviations are advantageous either because (1) they increase the level of the 
customer’s bid (if 0ic c< ), or (2) they encourage customers to bid who otherwise would 

not (if 0 ic c c< < ).  
(c) There are conditions under which a NYOP seller benefits from committing to accept 

some bids below cost, i.e., 0*µ <  if 0 ic c c< < . 

(d) The optimal markup, *µ  , is increasing in Ri, decreasing in w and ci , and can be either 

increasing or decreasing in d, i.e., 0
i

*
R
µ∂ >

∂
, 0

*
w

µ∂ <
∂

, 0
i

*
c

µ∂ <
∂

, and 

0  if 
2

0  if 
2

i

i

d
c

*
dd

c

µ
�> <�∂ �
	∂ �< >
�


. 

 

The impact of deviating from a simple pricing rule of accepting all bids above marginal cost 

hinges critically on whether a consumer is informed. Whereas altering one’s pricing rule never improves 

profit when a consumer is uninformed (Proposition 3), it almost always increases profit when a consumer 

is informed (Proposition 4(a)). When consumers are informed, there are only two situations in which it is 

not advantageous to a NYOP retailer to commit to a pricing rule that differs from the transaction-focused 

optimal solution. First, if bidding costs are so high that it is impossible for the seller to induce the 

customer to participate in the market and still earn a positive expected profit ( )ic c≥ , then the seller 

cannot earn strictly positive profit regardless of the pricing rule it uses. Second, there is a single point 

where the optimal markup is zero (i.e., 00 if i* c cµ = = ). 
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Proposition 4(b) indicates that setting a positive markup can be advantageous because this action 

induces higher bids. But, the optimal markup is tempered by that fact that higher markups increase the 

probability of rejecting a bid above marginal cost and thus foregoing a profitable transaction. Therefore, 

an internal solution exists. Markups are further constrained by the fact that if the markup is too high, the 

consumer would not bid at all and thus eliminate profit altogether. This constraint sometimes results in a 

corner solution in which µ  is as high as it can be and still induce the consumer to bid. Interestingly, if 

costs are very large ( )0ic c> , then *µ < 0. In this case, it is advantageous for the retailer to accept bids 

below its wholesale cost. Committing to accept such bids induces a consumer to bid who otherwise would 

not. The losses when the bid is accepted even though it is below cost are more than offset by the revenue 

generated when marginal costs are very low and thus the bid significantly exceeds these costs. To make 

this situation concrete, consider the following parameters: 1iR = , 3d .= , 5w .= , and 3ic .= . For these 

parameters, 05* .µ = − . Commitment to a negative markup induces a bid of .58 (which is accepted as long 

as w < .63) and a profit of .116. In contrast, if 0µ = , a consumer would earn negative expected surplus 

from bidding (U = -.033) and thus refrains from bidding. 

 Furthermore, Proposition 4(d) shows that *µ is increasing in Ri, but decreasing in w and ci. The 

motivation for a positive markup is that it can increase bid levels and reduce the shading of bids. As (Ri -

w ) increases, there is greater opportunity cost to the NYOP seller of setting the threshold price equal to 

its cost, i.e., the consumer would be willing to bid much more if she thought that was necessary to secure 

the good. Thus, as (Ri - w ) increases, the optimal markup, *µ , also increases. However, this incentive to 

increase the markup is tempered by bidding costs. As such costs increase, it is more difficult for the seller 

to induce the consumer to bid and thus the optimal markup falls.  

 Interestingly, *µ can be either increasing or decreasing in d. Recall that an increase in d 

represents an extension of the range of wholesale prices by decreasing the lowest possible wholesale cost 

and increasing the upper-most wholesale cost. Therefore, changes in d impact the probability that a given 
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bid is accepted. In particular, if a consumer is bidding below the average acceptable price, i.e., 

ib w µ< + (which is equivalent to the condition 
2i

d
c > ), then an increase in d increases the probability 

that the bid will be accepted. Notice that this increases the consumer’s expected surplus from bidding. 

Thus, in this case, the markup can be increased while still inducing the consumer to participate. In 

contrast, if a consumer is bidding above the average acceptable price, i.e., ib w µ> + (which is equivalent 

to the condition 
2i

d
c < ), then an increase in d decreases the probability that the bid will be accepted. 

Since this decreases the consumer’s expected surplus from bidding, the markup must be decreased in 

order to induce the consumer’s participation.  

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

3.1. Formation and Manipulation of Expectations 

In this subsection, I discuss several factors that may impact expectations and also explore how a 

strategic NYOP retailer may attempt to influence these expectations. First, this paper has found that a 

critical factor that affects the profitability of the NYOP format is customers’ expectations about what bids 

are likely to be accepted. In particular, optimism or extreme pessimism could undermine profitability. It is 

not obvious what expectations consumers will have in the face of limited information. Do consumers tend 

to be optimistic or pessimistic? In many different contexts, people exhibit overconfident in their abilities 

(Fischhoff and Slovic 1980, Mahajan 1992). Applying this prevalent finding in the literature, we might 

expect that consumers consistently underbid, e.g., due to overconfidence in their ability to find a better 

deal from a competing retailer or at a later date. Furthermore, evidence suggests that consumers 

underestimate retailers’ costs and thus overestimate retailers’ margins. For instance, Bolton, Warlop and 

Alba (2003) find that “consumers tend to attribute store price differences to profit rather than costs” and 

“have a poor appreciation of the costs faced by firms.” Presumably, a major influence on customers’ 

expectations of the price threshold would be costs, such as the wholesale cost the NYOP retailer 
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purchases at and the costs associated with operating a NYOP channel. Underestimating these costs would 

lead customers to underestimate the NYOP retailer’s price threshold distribution, and thus undermine the 

retailer’s profitability. 

Second, a NYOP retailer may be able to influence price expectations. Notice that even in posted 

price channels, “it has been proven time and again over the past 40 years that consumers do not know the 

exact price of the products they regularly buy” (Von Freymann 2002). As a result, consumers rely on 

imperfect price perceptions which shape internal reference prices (Monroe and Lee 1999). Furthermore, 

there has been much research on how external information can shape price perceptions and willingness-

to-pay (see Miao and Mattilla 2007 and the literature cited therein). For instance, Kopalle and Lindsey-

Mullikin (2003) find that external reference prices can lead consumers to update their price expectations. 

For example, consumers raise their price expectations when an external reference price exceeds their 

initial price expectations. There seems to be large latitude for retailers to influence price expectations 

given the poor price recall of shoppers (Dickson and Sawyer 1990) and evidence that consumers are 

willing to believe pricing claims that exceed their initial price expectation by over 200% (Kopalle and 

Lindsey-Mullikin 2003).  

While some authors have suggested that posted price firms have “considerable scope for potential 

deception by manipulating the external reference price” (Kopalle and Lindsey-Mullikin 2003), it is not 

entirely clear that NYOP retailers can manipulate expectations as easily. Notice that the NYOP format is 

most easily implemented in an online environment. Due to the ease with which word-of-mouth spreads on 

the Internet, consumers may easily obtain information about the distribution of price thresholds in an 

online setting. For instance, numerous web forums, e.g., biddingfortravel.com, betterbidding.com, and 

flyertalk.com, allow consumers to discuss their experiences (including postings of accepted and rejected 

bid levels) at Priceline. Furthermore, the lack of transparency of prices on a NYOP format may lead 

customers to harbor suspicion about any external information provided by the NYOP retailer.6 Indeed, 

                                                 
6 See the working paper by Shapiro and Zillante (2008) for an intriguing exploration of how external information, 
such as posted prices, can influence bidding behavior in an (experimental) NYOP setting. 
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Miao and Mattilla (2007) find that it is especially difficult to use externally-supplied information in order 

to influence perceptions in low transparency contexts, such as the NYOP channel. Therefore, a NYOP 

retailer may need to turn to credible third-parties in order to provide information about its price threshold 

distribution to potential bidders. For instance, by financially supporting biddingfortravel.com, Priceline 

may facilitate customers becoming more sophisticated and thus learning that the typical price savings 

over the posted price channels is not as large as they may have initially expected. Further research is 

needed to identify additional tools that would enable NYOP retailers to shape price expectations to their 

advantage. 

3.2 Managerial Implications 

The current paper has several important implications for sellers who use or intend to use the 

NYOP format. First, it is essential to assess the information available to one’s customers and how they 

use it to make bidding decisions. For instance, if consumers lack information about the process used to set 

price thresholds (or do not incorporate such knowledge into their decision-making), then a NYOP retailer 

may be able to profit from fooling customers, e.g., trying to inflate consumers’ expectations of the price 

threshold, but then setting a low price threshold in order to capture a large market share. Or, if customers 

have extremely pessimistic expectations, then a NYOP retailer needs to convey (perhaps through 

advertisements) that it is possible to get much better deals than consumers currently believe. The “Tough 

Love’ commercial used by Priceline is one example of a communication that conveys such a message:7 

William Shatner:        A guy is worried about naming his own price?  
(Priceline Negotiator):          I’m on it.  Naming your own price, huh? 
Purchaser:        Yeah, they want $200 for a 4-star on the Vegas strip. I’m 

     going $190. 
Priceline Negotiator:         Oh, you’re a wuss. 
Purchaser:       What? 
Priceline Negotiator:   Go lower. 
Purchaser:                  $160. 
Priceline Negotiator:   Namby-pamby. 
Purchaser:                  $140? 
Priceline Negotiator:   Cupcake. 

                                                 
7 http://tickets.priceline.com/promo/shatner_pcln_negotiator.asp 
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Purchaser:       I want to get a room. 
Priceline Negotiator:   It’s a guaranteed 4-star room, mama’s boy. 
Purchaser:       $99? 
Priceline Negotiator:   Now you’re negotiating.  

 

On the other hand, if consumers know more about the process for setting price thresholds and are 

able to form accurate expectations, a much different policy may be optimal. In this case, the NYOP 

retailer is unable to impact price expectations unless it alters the actual price threshold distribution it uses. 

In particular, a NYOP retailer may benefit from “tying its hands”, e.g., committing to a price threshold 

that differs from the wholesale cost. Most often, this would involve the NYOP retailer establishing a fixed 

positive markup. Notice that such commitment may cause the seller to reject profitable bids. But, in the 

long run, this may have the benefit of raising bid levels. Notice that this reasoning may also help to 

explain why Priceline uses the “randomizer” program (which leads to foregoing profitable transactions) 

described in footnotes 1 and 2. It is important to notice that the online environment may facilitate such 

commitment since an automated platform can easily be augmented to include a fixed markup.  

This paper also suggests that there may be situations in which a NYOP retailer may benefit from 

accepting bids below cost. Such a strategy might induce greater participation rates in the channel and 

thus, on average, benefit the firm. While this strategy may be unconventional, there is evidence that 

NYOP retailers have used such a strategy. In particular, in its early days, Priceline would “subsidiz[e] part 

of the cost of the ticket to help build traffic” (Seymour 2000). Such actions initially led to the extremely 

low gross margins (e.g., Lacey (1999) reports that the company’s gross margin percentage was just 4% in 

the third quarter of 1999). However, the increase in traffic that resulted may have been a significant factor 

for the relative prosperity that Priceline enjoys today.  

3.3. Future Research 

There are a number of directions in which this research could be extended. The modeling 

assumptions could be relaxed in order to explore the robustness of these results. For example, one may 

want to consider risk aversion, and other, more complicated market environments, e.g., allowing for 
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multiple bidding opportunities, competition, imperfect product substitutability, and capacity-constrained 

firms. Furthermore, the current paper has focused on sophistication of consumers in terms of their 

accuracy in forming expectations about the threshold prices. However, there are other dimensions of 

sophistication that may be interesting and important to study. For example, Fay (2004) considers the 

impact of customers becoming more sophisticated in their bidding strategies by finding loopholes in a 

single-bid restriction so that they can place multiple bids. Other sophisticated bidding strategies may 

involve varying the timing of bids to take advantage of prices that change over time or using multiple 

channels in order to locate the best deal. It would be interesting to analyze how a NYOP retailer might 

best respond to such challenges. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Proposition 1 

Equation (7) shows the difference in profit between a biased customer and an informed customer, 
where each of the regions is defined as follows: 
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Using these definitions, we can calculate the difference in profit in each region: 
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High Variability Versus Bias in Expectations 

The text models uninformed consumers as having biased estimates of the price threshold. In this 
section, I consider an alternative model in which consumers’ lack of information leads to increased 
variability in expectations. In particular, the price threshold is actually distributed on U[ w - d, w  + d], 
but an uninformed customer believes that PNYOP ~, U[ iw ε− - d, iw ε+  + d],  where 0iε > .  For such a 
consumer, the expected utility from placing a bid of bi is 

(A3)    ( ) ( ) ( )
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i i
i i i i
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The optimal bidding strategy is: 
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 Facing such a bidding strategy, a transaction-focused retailer (prior to the cost realization) earns 
an expected profit of: 
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Proposition A1 compares this profit to the profit with informed customers (given in Lemma 1):  

Proposition A1 (Uninformed High Variance Customer versus an Informed Customer): When 
the seller is transaction-focused, seller profit is higher if a customer us uninformed if the 
consumer has moderately large bidding costs. In particular, 
(a) V ,TF I ,TFΠ Π<  if i I

ˆc c≤  

(b) V ,TF I ,TFΠ Π>  if I i V
ˆ ˆc c c< ≤  

(c) V ,TF I ,TFΠ Π=  if i V
ˆc c≥  

 
Notice that, as is the case where uninformed customers have biased expectations, when lack of 
information results in higher variability, then relative profit with informed consumers depends crucially 
on the level of bidding costs. For instance, either bias or high variance can benefit the NYOP seller if 
bidding costs are high. However, high variance coupled with low bidding costs cannot benefit the NYOP 
seller (since an uninformed customer places a relatively low bid under the misconception that low bids are 
more likely to be accepted than they truly are). 

Proof of Proposition 2 

Proposition 2(a): There is a symmetric distribution of beliefs. In particular, for each i Iˆc c≤ , there 

is a distribution of beliefs ( )if c such that ( ) ( )  0i if w x f w x x− = + ∀ ≥ . Define iP  as the P  such that 
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i Bˆc c= : 

(A6)     i iP R d= +  
Using Figure 1 and (A2), we can calculate the expected profit (for each level of ci) when consumers are 
biased rather than informed: 
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From the assumption of symmetry, we have: 
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 Proposition 2(b). Let consumer “A” be a “gained” informed customer, i.e., “A” would have been 
in region I1 if she were uninformed. Thus,  & A B A I

ˆ ˆP w c c c> < ≤ . Let consumer “B” be a “lost” biased 
customer, i.e., “B” would have been in region U2 if she were uninformed. Thus,   & B I B B

ˆ ˆP w c c c< < ≤ .The 
difference in expected profit between (informed) “A” and (uninformed) “B” is:  

(A9)  ( ) ( )1 1
 d  d

2 2

I B
A Bb b

I B
A B A B

w w d w w d

b w w b w w
d d

Π Π
= − = −

� � � �− = − − −� � � �
� � � �

� �  

0  iff  I B
A B A Bb bΠ Π− > > . Thus to compare the expected profit from “A” and “B”, we need only 

compare their bid levels: 

(A10)   
( ) ( )

2 2 2
A B BI B A B B

A B

R R w PR w d R P d
b b

− + −+ − + −− = − =  

Using the definitions in (3) and (4), the conditions   I Bĉ c< and  A I
ˆc c≤  imply: 

(A11)      2 2A AR w d dc≥ − +  

(A12)      2 2B BR w d dc≤ − +  

Consider two cases: (1)  A Bc c≥ ; and (2)  A Bc c< . If  A Bc c≥ , then, together, equations (A11) and 

(A12) imply that  A BR R≥ . Recall that  BP w< . Thus, from (A7), we have 0I B
A Bb b− > , i.e., that the 

“gained” informed customer is more valuable than the “lost” biased customer whenever the bidding cost 
of the “gained” informed customer is at least as high as the bidding cost of the “lost” biased customer. 
 Now consider the second case:  A Bc c< . From (A11) and (A12), we have: 

(A13)     ( )2 2B A B AR R d c c− ≤ −  

We have 0I B
A Bb b− > , only if ( ) ( ) 0A B BR R w P− + − ≥ . Since BP d≥ , this condition is satisfied if: 

(A14)    
2 2B A

w d
c c

d

−− ≤  

Condition (A14) formalizes the requirement in Proposition 2(b) that “bidding costs are not too 
heterogeneous.” 
 

Proof of Proposition 3 

When consumers are uninformed, bidding behavior is unaffected by the actual distribution of 
threshold prices. Thus, consumers bid according to equation (3). The NYOP retailer’s profit if it commits 
to setting a markup of µ is: 
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(A15)   ( ) ( ) 1
 d    if  

2
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ˆb w w c c
d

ˆc c
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−

= −
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For i Bˆc c> , the retailer earns no profit regardless of the level of µ . For i Bˆc c≤ , the derivative of 

( )BΠ µ  w.r.t. µ is: 

(A16)    
( )

2

B

d

Π µ µ
µ

∂
= −

∂
 

Profit is maximized where 
( )

0
BΠ µ
µ

∂
=

∂
. Thus, 0*µ = . 

 
Proof of Proposition 4 

Proposition 4(a): Equation (10) gives the internal solution for *µ . Deviation from the 

transaction-focused outcome is advantageous whenever 0*µ ≠ and ( ) 0I *Π µ > . This first condition 

reduces to: 
( )2

08
i

i

R w d
c c

d

− +
≠ ≡  . The second condition reduces to 

( )2
2

9
i

i

R w d
c c

d

− +
< ≡ . 

Proposition 4(b): The impact on bids when the seller commits to *µ  is given by: 

(A17)     ( ) ( )0
2

I I
i i

*
b * b

µµ − =  

Thus, deviating from the transaction-focused outcome increases bid levels if 0*µ > . Using (10), this 

condition is: 0ic c< . Now consider 0ic c> . From (8), if the NYOP seller adopts the transaction-focused 

solution, the consumer will only place a bid if ( )0i ˆc c<  Notice that ( ) 00ĉ c= . Thus, the consumer 

would not bid unless the seller commits to a negative markup. 
 Proposition 4(c): When 0ic c> , the optimal markup, which is given by (10) is: 

2 2i i* R w d c dµ = − + − . Substituting 0ic c> : 
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 Proposition 4(d): Using (10), we can calculate the following comparative statics: 

(A19)     0
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